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I. HISTORY OF PROVISIONS

Pursuant to the Acts of April 16, 1934¹, November 2, 1921,² and August 5, 1954,³ the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of Interior (DOI) and the Public Health Service in the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) have the responsibility of providing a number of benefits and services to Indians because of their status as Indians. Under the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975⁴ (P.L. 93-638), many tribes have contracted or compacted with the DOI and the DHHS to plan, conduct and administer programs to provide these benefits and services to Indians residing in their jurisdictional area (638 agreements). With the enactment of P.L. 93-638, Congress did not intend to in any manner diminish any trust responsibility owed by the United States to Indian people.⁵ Congress has determined that the activities carried out by tribes under P.L. 93-638 are responsibilities owed by the federal government to Indian people.⁶ As such, the ultimate responsibility for civil claims arising under the performance of functions contracted by tribes pursuant to P.L. 93-638 also remains with the federal government.

Congress openly acknowledged this pre-existing responsibility in Senate Report No. 100-274 on the 1988 amendments to P.L. 93-638.⁷ The Senate Report explains:

"It is clear that tribal contractors are carrying out federal responsibilities. The nature of the legal liability associated with such responsibilities does not change because a tribal government is performing a Federal function. The unique nature of the legal trust relationship between the Federal Government and tribal governments requires that the Federal Government provide liability insurance coverage in the same manner as such coverage is provided when the Federal

---

¹. Acting Attorney General, Muscogee (Creek) Nation.
6. See id.
Government performs the function. Consequently, section 201(c) [Section 102(c) of P.L. 93-638, as amended] of the Committee amendment provides that, for purposes of the Federal Tort Claims Act, employees of Indian tribes carrying out self-determination contracts are considered to be employees of the Federal Government.8

Unfortunately, the resulting amendments did not go as far as the Senate Report suggested they would. Section 102(c) of P.L. 93-638, as amended, (Section 102(c)) provides that the Secretary shall obtain liability insurance or equivalent coverage for tribes carrying out 638 contracts9 and, in obtaining such coverage, take into consideration “the extent to which liability under such contracts are covered by the [FTCA.]”10 And Section 102(d) of P.L. 93-638 as amended (Section 102(d)), now provides that, for purposes of claims for “personal injury, including death, resulting from the performance...of medical, surgical, dental, or related functions, including the conduct of clinical studies or investigation,”11 and claims for “personal injury, including death resulting from the operation of an emergency motor vehicle,”12 an Indian tribe, a tribal organization or Indian contractor carrying out a 638 contract is deemed to be part of the Public Health Service in the Department of Health and Human Services while carrying out any such contract or agreement and its employees are deemed employees of the Service while acting within the scope of their employment in carrying out such contract.13 No similar “deeming” language was provided for non-health care-related claims.

However, in later appropriations bills, Congress further expanded the statutory protection from liability for tribes. P.L. 101-512, §31414 (P.L. 101-512), provides that for purposes of “claims” resulting from the performance of functions under a 638 contract, grant agreement or any other agreement or compact authorized by the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act15, an Indian tribe, tribal organization or tribal contractor is deemed to be part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior or the Indian Health Service in the Department of Health and Human Services while carrying out any such contract,16 and its employees are deemed employees of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Indian Health Service while acting within the scope of their employment in carrying out the contract.17 P.L. 101-512 specifically provides that any civil action or proceeding involving such claims shall be “deemed to be an action against the United States and will be defended by the

8. Id. at 2645.
10. Id.
12. Id.
13. See Id.
17. See Id.
Attorney General and be afforded the full protection of the Federal Tort Claims Act.”

II. FTCA COVERAGE FOR 638-RELATED CLAIMS

A. Overview of the Federal Tort Claims Act, Generally

With the Federal Tort Claims Act19 (FTCA), Congress expressly authorized lawsuits arising out of certain kinds of tortious conduct to be brought against the United States, provided that specific procedures for presenting the claim to the federal government are followed within a specific period of time.20 Under the terms of the FTCA, the United States consents to be liable for qualified tort claims to the same extent as a private individual under like circumstances,21 although prejudgment interest and punitive damages are not allowed.22 “Qualified” tort claims are those that are not excluded by the Act.23 With the exception of claims for violations of the United States Constitution and claims for violations of specific federal statutes otherwise authorizing a claim, the FTCA is the exclusive remedy against the United States and its employees for personal injuries, death or property damages resulting from negligent or wrongful acts or omissions of employees of the federal government acting within the scope of their employment.24 Following is an outline of the basic steps taken in an action covered by the FTCA:

When a federal employee is named as a defendant to any action arising out of his employment, the federal employee delivers the process served upon him to his immediate superior, who then distributes copies of the same to the United States Attorney for the district where the action is pending, to the Attorney General of the United States and to the head of his employing federal agency.25 The Attorney General then “scopes” the employee. That is, the Attorney General determines whether the employee was acting within the scope of his employment when the incident out of which the claim arose occurred.26 If the employee is found to have been acting within the scope of his employment, the action is deemed to be one against the United States and pleadings are filed in the case to have the United States substituted as the party defendant.27 If the case was brought in state court, it will
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18. Id.
20. See id.; see also 28 C.F.R. Part 14, §§14.1 et seq.
22. Id.
25. See id.
26. 28 U.S.C. §2679(d). On a practical level, based on this author’s experience, it appears that the responsibility for making this determination has been delegated to the Department of Justice, Civil Division - Torts Branch
27. See id.
then be removed to federal court.\textsuperscript{28} The Attorney General’s determination that the employee was acting within the scope of his or her employment is final for purposes of removal but may otherwise be appealed if the plaintiff does not agree that the employee was acting within the scope of his or her employment (or doesn’t want the claim to fall within the FTCA).\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{B. Application of the FTCA to 638-Related Claims and Suits}

The Secretaries of the Department of Interior and the Department of Health and Human Services have jointly promulgated regulations with step-by-step instructions on how tribes should handle tort claims or suits arising out of the performance of 638 agreements.\textsuperscript{30} These regulations require that tribes select someone within their operation to serve as “tort claims liaison” with the federal government.\textsuperscript{31} The tort claims liaison should read, understand and apply all the authorities cited herein and others in order to perform this function effectively.\textsuperscript{32} If the liaison is not a lawyer, it is recommended that he or she contact tribal legal counsel (if available) whenever a claim is presented.

Under the Secretaries’ joint regulations, the tort claims liaison is responsible for notifying the appropriate federal official when the tribe or a tribal employee is made the subject of a tort claim or suit relating to the performance of a 638 agreement.\textsuperscript{33} The tort claims liaison must then work closely with the federal government to provide the information necessary to investigate the claim, to “scope” the tribe and/or the employee and to expeditiously address the claim.\textsuperscript{34} The regulations specify which federal officials should be notified for medical related and non-medical related tort claims for claims relating to the performance of 638 agreements with the DHHS and which federal officials should be notified for any claim relating to the performance of 638 agreements with the DOI.\textsuperscript{35}

The tort claims liaison is also charged with assisting the appropriate federal agency in preparing a comprehensive and unbiased report of the incident to evaluate the claim.\textsuperscript{36} This report will be used by the Attorney General to “scope” the tribal employee and to dispose of the claim either by defense or settlement. The tort claim liaison should make every effort to cooperate with the federal government in the gathering of information necessary for the preparation of the report and be as actively

\textsuperscript{28} See id.
\textsuperscript{29} See 28 U.S.C. §2679 (c) and (d); see also Guittierez de Martinez v. Lamagno, 515 U.S. 417, 115 S. Ct. 2227, 132 L. Ed. 2d 375 (1995).
\textsuperscript{30} See 25 C.F.R. §§900.180, et seq.
\textsuperscript{31} See id at §900.188.
\textsuperscript{32} See id.
\textsuperscript{33} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{34} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{35} See id. at §§ 900.188, 900.202 and 900.209.
\textsuperscript{36} See 25 C.F.R. at §900.188(c).
involved with the actual preparation of the report as the federal government will allow.

For tribal employees, scoping involves two steps. First, they are scoped to determine whether they were acting within the scope of their employment as tribal employees when the incident out of which the claim arose occurred. Second, they are scoped to determine whether they were acting within the scope of the 638 agreement when the incident occurred. If the answer to either of these questions is no, the tribe and/or its employee are not deemed to be an agency or employee of the federal government and the provisions of Section 102(d), and P.L. 101-512 do not apply. If the tribal employee was 1) acting within the scope of his or her employment and 2) acting within the scope of a 638 contract, the tribe and its employee should be deemed an agency and employee of the federal government and represented by the Attorney General and afforded the protection and coverage of the FTCA.

III. HANDLING 638-RELATED CLAIMS AND SUITS

The application of the FTCA to 638-related tort claims can benefit both injured claimants and tribes. Injured claimants, whose claims or suits may have formerly been barred by tribal sovereign immunity, can bring their claims directly against the federal government pursuant to the FTCA. And tribes are given the opportunity to retain sovereign immunity without the negative stigma that seems to go along with doing so in the present political and judicial climate.

Tribes should consider giving the appropriate notices to the United States for any type of civil claim or suit filed against it for actions arising out of the tribe's performance of a 638 agreement – even if the claim does not appear to fall within the FTCA. The protections afforded tribes and tribal employees under Section 102(c) and (d) and P.L 101-512 are not limited to claims cognizable under the FTCA. Rather, a careful reading of all three sections supports the conclusion that regardless of the claimant’s theory of recovery—whether he characterizes it as a tort or a violation of some other right—if the claim arises out of activities carried out under a 638 agreement, they must still be defended by the Attorney General and, as discussed below, financially covered by the federal government, if necessary. As long as the tribe and its employees are acting within the scope of a 638 agreement, for purposes of “claims” they are deemed a federal agency and federal employees.

A. Placing the Federal Government on Notice

38. See id.
39. See supra note 19.
If a tribe receives notice that a personal injury, property damage, or death has allegedly resulted from a function that the tribe performs under a 638 agreement, the tribe’s tort claims liaison should forward it to the appropriate federal official as directed by the Secretaries’ regulations. Notice of such claims may not always come in the form prescribed by the federal regulations. Regardless of the form, the appropriate federal official should be notified of the claim (or possible claim) as early as possible.

B. Suits Brought Directly Against the United States

If a suit is brought directly against the United States under the provisions of Section 102(d) or P.L. 101-512, the Attorney General (actually a local U.S. Attorney) will enter an appearance and defend the case. If the tribe or tribal employee is favorably scoped, the tort claims liaison or tribal legal counsel, if available, should be prepared to assist the local U.S. Attorney when called upon. If the tribe or tribal employee is not favorably scoped, the tribe should immediately engage legal counsel (if it has not already done so) to consider whether an appeal of that decision is in the best interest of the tribe and/or its employee become parties defendant.

C. Suits Brought Against the Tribe or Tribal Employees

Most plaintiffs — and often their lawyers — are not familiar with 638 agreements and the implications of Section 102(d) and P.L. 101-512. As a result, claims and suits are often brought directly against tribes, tribal agencies and tribal employees without regard to the provisions of Section 102(d) or P.L. 101-512 or the FTCA. If such a suit is filed directly against a tribe and the tribe can make a good faith argument that the claim arises from the tribe’s performance of functions under a 638 agreement, notice of the lawsuit should be given to the appropriate federal officials immediately. However, the tribe’s tort claims liaison or attorney should not wait for the Attorney General (or the U.S. Attorney’s office) to enter an appearance and risk a default judgment. Rather, counsel should immediately take charge of the case until the United States assumes the defense, preserving any and all available defenses to the case, including the sovereign immunity of the tribe (in case the tribal defendant is not favorably scoped later). Once this is done, the following options should be discussed with the U.S. Attorney’s office:

If the case is brought in tribal court, tribal counsel may wish to seek an immediate dismissal with prejudice on the basis of a failure to comply with the FTCA or may prefer to forego federal assistance entirely and seek a dismissal on the basis

of sovereign immunity or handle the case within the context of the tribe’s own waiver of immunity or tort claims act, if any. However, another option would be to ask that the case be dismissed without prejudice and suggest that it be refiled in federal court pursuant to the provisions of Section 102(d) or P.L. 101-512.

If the case is filed in state court, counsel should consider removing the case to federal court under the provisions of 28 U.S.C. §2679(d)(2), and/or 28 U.S.C. §1442(a)(1), which allows the United States or agencies or employees thereof to remove cases against them from state court to federal court. The notice of removal must be filed within 30 days of receiving notice of the case. The notice should recite the facts and the law supporting the removal. Once the case is removed, the federal court will likely allow the Attorney General time to scope the tribe or its employee and to substitute the United States as party defendant, if appropriate.

IV. PAYMENT OF 638 CLAIMS AND JUDGMENTS

The federal government is financially responsible for claims arising from 638 agreement performance. Recall that Section 102(c), provides that the Secretary shall obtain liability insurance or “equivalent coverage” for tribes carrying out 638 agreements, and “take into consideration the extent to which liability under such contracts or agreements is covered by the [FTCA]”. Although the federal government has not actually obtained liability insurance for tribes required by Section 102(c), it can provide tribes “equivalent coverage” by simply paying the bill—an option contemplated by Congress.

As originally enacted, the Self-Determination Act authorized either Secretary to require that tribal contractors to obtain liability insurance. The Act also precluded insurance carriers from asserting the tribe’s sovereign immunity from suit.

In practice, the costs of such liability insurance have been taken from the amount of funds provided to the tribal contractor for direct program costs or for indirect costs. The Committee is concerned that tribal contractors have been forced to pay for liability insurance out of program funds, which in turn, has resulted in decreased levels of services for Indian beneficiaries.

The Indian Self-Determination Act was never intended to operate as a means for the United States to avoid the liability it would otherwise have under the Federal

46. See id.
48. Id.
Tort Claims Act. The amendment to the Act will not increase the Federal government’s exposure under the Federal Tort Claims Act. On the contrary, the amendment will only maintain such exposure at the same level that was associated with the operation of direct health care service programs by the Federal government prior to the enactment of the Indian Self-Determination Act.\textsuperscript{50}

Additionally, P.L. 101-512 provides that the appropriate Secretary shall request, through annual appropriations, funds sufficient to reimburse the Treasury for 638-related claims paid in the prior fiscal year.\textsuperscript{51}

V. CONCLUSION

Being a tribal sovereign already carries great responsibility and, as understood by Congress, the cost of insurance for 638-related tort claims may simply be too high for some tribes. Section 102(c) and (d) and P.L. 101-512 allow these tribes to be responsibly sovereign by handling such claims without actually waiving sovereign immunity. These protections can and should be used by all tribes to their advantage. However, tribal officials and legal counsel are urged not to take advantage of these provisions. Tribal officials should not deliver 638-related claims and suits to the federal government and expect to wash their hands of them. At the very least, tribal officials and/or tribal legal counsel can assist the federal government in the proper disposition of these claims.

\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 2645-47.
\textsuperscript{51} See P.L. 101-512, supra note 14.